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CONSPECTUS: Metal–organic framework solids (MOFs) are synthetic nanoporous materials that have drawn intense efforts in synthesis and characterization of chemical properties, most notably for their ability to adsorb liquids and gases. They are constructed as “node–spacer” nanostructured materials: metal centers (ions or clusters) connected by organic linkers (commonly containing carboxylate or imidazolate groups) to form crystalline, extended, often highly nanoporous structures. MOFs exhibit a variety of advantages over conventional porous materials: rationally designed synthesis of desired crystal structures and crystal engineering become feasible; great synthetic versatility and ease of incorporating different chemical functionalities are realized; and the use of lightweight organic linkers allows for ultrahigh surface area and porosity previously not accessible to conventional materials (i.e., zeolites and porous carbon). As a consequence, MOFs show great promise for a rapidly expanding collection of applications such as gas storage, separations, catalysis, sensing, and drug delivery.

The mechanochemistry of MOFs and their response to shock waves, which we discuss in this Account, have been only partially explored. Mechanochemistry, the connection between the mechanical and the chemical worlds, has ancient origins. Rubbing sticks together to start a fire is mechanochemistry. Only in the past decade or so, however, has mechanochemistry gained a notable focus in the chemical community. In the following discussion, we present a general introduction to the complex mechanochemical behavior of MOFs both under quasi-static compression and under shock loading created by high-speed impact. During elastic deformation, MOFs undergo reversible structural or phase transitions. Plastic deformation of MOFs can result in mechanochemistry and can permanently modify the crystal structure, the pore dimensions and configuration, and the chemical bonding. The large energies required to induce bond rearrangement during plastic deformation suggest an interesting potential of MOFs for shock wave mitigation applications.

MOFs are promising materials for shock energy dissipation because of the high density of nanopores which can absorb shock energy as they collapse. We have recently developed a platform to assess shock wave energy attenuation by MOFs and other powdered materials. It uses a tabletop laser-driven flyer plate to impact MOF samples at velocities of up to 2.0 km/s. The pressure of the shock waves that break out from the MOF sample can be measured by photon Doppler velocimetry. By measuring the shock profiles of MOF layers with different thicknesses, we can determine the shock pressure attenuation by the MOF layer. We have identified the two-wave structure of shocks in MOFs caused by nanopore collapse. Electron micrographs of recovered shocked MOFs show distinct zones in the shocked material corresponding to shock powder compaction, nanopore collapse, and chemical bond destruction.
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age. The three mechanisms become dominant at different shock strengths.


1. INTRODUCTION

Metal–organic framework solids (MOFs) have metal centers (ions or clusters) connected by bifunctional organic linkers (Figure 1), forming extended crystalline structures. The ease of changing the metal center or linker allows an essentially unlimited variety of rationally designed structures and engineering of materials with ultrahigh surface areas and porosities. MOFs are used in a rapidly expanding collection of applications, including gas storage and separation, catalysis, sensing, and drug delivery.

For many of these applications, mechanical stability under desolvation or repeated cycles of pressurization becomes important. Mechanical properties are being studied under static high pressure, indentation, and shock compression.

Mechanochemistry has ancient origins: grinding, milling, and even rubbing sticks together to start a fire are mechanochemical. Mechanochemistry has been a notable focus in the chemical community in specialties ranging from mechanochemistry to organic and inorganic synthesis and cellular biology.

Many MOF applications, such as gas adsorption, require the structure to change reversibly, while others, such as shock wave attenuation, involve plastic deformation and demolition of the MOF structure and are inherently mechanochemical events. Elastic and plastic deformations require significantly different experimental approaches.

One possible mechanochemical application of MOFs is protection of equipment or personnel from shocks produced by bombs or bullets. A shock is produced by dynamic compression, for instance by impact of a projectile. Shock velocities are supersonic, roughly the sum of the material velocity plus the acoustic velocity. Shock measurements are simplified in the planar geometry of Figure 2a, where a shock is generated by a flat impact with a “flyer plate”. \( U_f, U_p, \) and \( U_s \) are the flyer plate, material flow, and shock velocities, respectively. A planar shock has a steep shock front, a steady drive, and a release (Figure 2b). The release occurs when the back-propagating shock in the flyer reaches the free surface and the flyer stops pushing.

Impacts of 0.1 to 10 km/s with solids can produce pressures of up to hundreds of gigapascals (1 GPa = 10 000 atm) and temperatures of up to thousands of kelvins. Shock wave rise times are generally nanoseconds or more but can be picoseconds in thin layers of stiff materials. In solids, shocks move at speeds of kilometers per second (or equivalently, mm/ps, \( \mu m/\mu s \), or mm/\( \mu s \)). A shock can travel a centimeter in a microsecond and across a molecule in a picosecond.

Other ways to attenuate a shock are to convert its forward momentum into shear waves or into heat via shock wave energy absorption. Notable shock absorption materials include sand (powder compaction) and foam (pore collapse). In MOFs, these mechanisms may be combined with endothermic bond breakage, where pore collapse may break metal–linker bonds.

2. MECHANOCHEMISTRY DURING PLASTIC DEFORMATIONS

MOFs generally maintain their crystallinity with elastic deformations, which may cause phase changes or small changes in metal ion ligation. Hydrostatic and uniaxial compression, ball milling, indentation, or shock can stress MOFs beyond the elastic limit.

2.1. Amorphization and Densification of MOFs

MOF structural evolution during plastic deformation is associated with a decrease in crystallinity and porosity. Irreversible deformations are typically studied post mortem using powder X-ray diffraction and gas adsorption porosimetry, but real-time methods are emerging. Frisić and co-workers studied MOFs during ball milling using synchrotron X-ray diffraction. Raman spectroscopy has been used to determine the reactivity of bridging carboxylate groups during pressure-induced amorphization.

Ball milling of MOFs need not involve just pulverization. The mechanochemical synthesis of Zn-MOF-74 produced a dense phase before forming the porous MOF-74 framework. It was proposed that Zn first coordinated with the linker carboxylic groups and then gradually coordinated with the

![Figure 1. Node–spacer structure of MOFs and some representative metal centers and organic linkers. Reproduced with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.accounts.0c00396)

![Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a planar shock produced by flyer plate impact. \( U_f, U_p, \) and \( U_s \) are the flyer plate, material flow, and shock velocities, respectively. (b) A steep shock front is followed by a steady drive and unloading when the release wave arrives.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.accounts.0c00396)
phenol groups to form crystalline porous MOF-74. The metastable structure in the early stages of ball milling shows that dynamic mechanical stress may provide unique mechanochemical environments not routinely accessible by conventional chemistry.

### 2.2. Plastic Deformation and Mechanical Energy Absorption

When porous MOFs are immersed in fluids, compression can cause some fluids to penetrate the MOF and fill the pores, while other fluids are nonpenetrating and simply act as hydrostatic media to compress the MOF. Both compression processes are nearly reversible, since the energy stored in the structure is merely tens of joules per gram. Plastic deformations that induce volume collapse can absorb thousands of times more energy (kJ/g), which is about the same magnitude as produced by a gram of high explosive.

#### 2.2.1. Nanocompression of Single Crystals

The Suslick group performed nanocompression experiments using the apparatus depicted in Figure 3, which can produce uniaxial gigapascal stresses on submicron samples inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The sample can be a single nanocrystal, which eliminates complications from interparticle interactions and macroscopic defects. Figure 4 shows simultaneous video and load–displacement data obtained by the Suslick group on a single ZIF-8 crystal.

ZIF-8 is a stable MOF consisting of Zn metal centers and imidazolate linkers, and it is one of few MOFs that do not collapse when desolvated to empty the nanopores. The diamond punch (Figure 3) can continuously compress a ZIF-8 crystal without obvious cracking or fracture until the crystal is completely flattened at 4400 μN. After flattening, the punch could be retracted from the pancaked crystal (Figure 4) to reveal the extent of irreversible plastic deformation.

At each stage of compression, Young’s modulus, which quantifies the relation between the stress and strain under uniaxial compression, was calculated. The loading modulus \( E_{\text{load}} \) of 4.6 ± 0.2 GPa is close to previous reports of 2.9–3.2 GPa for larger single crystals. The unloading modulus \( E_{\text{unload}} \), however, is much larger (41 ± 4 GPa) because after compression the ZIF-8 has been made dense and amorphous. Experiments were also performed by filling the ZIF-8 pores with methanol, a penetrating but nominally unreactive solvent. Methanol-solvated microcrystals were brittle and shattered at quite low applied loads of 600 μN.

The Suslick group also studied four UiO-type isostructural MOFs with various linker lengths and pore sizes, as shown in Figure 5. The absorbed mechanical energy can be calculated by integrating under the load–displacement curve. Figure 6 shows that the energy absorption was thousands of times larger (kJ/g) than for elastic displacements. The loading Young’s modulus \( E_{\text{load}} \) decreased as the linker length increased, as expected and predicted. MOF-801 was a notable exception: it was the most compressible despite having the shortest linker. This unexpected result was explained by NMR analysis of a digested MOF-801 sample, which showed a high concentration of defects (∼18%) from monocarboxylate ligands (which are unfortunately required for the synthesis) that facilitated pore collapse.

In all of the MOFs studied, the unloading modulus was linearly correlated with the applied maximum stress, indicating that structure densification and amorphization significantly increases the mechanical strength of these MOFs.

Figure 6 shows that in the low-stress range (<2 GPa except for MOF-801), UiO MOFs absorb small energies (a few J/g), indicating predominantly elastic deformation. The absorbed...
energy increases substantially with stresses above 2 GPa. In fact, with stresses above 8 GPa, the absorbed energy can be 3−4 kJ/g. For comparison’s sake, the energy released in an TNT explosion is 4 kJ/g. Gram for gram, MOFs can absorb as much energy as a high explosive can release!

The single-crystal nanocompression experiments measure normal strain and volume collapse. Since other mechanisms (e.g., powder compaction) can contribute to energy absorption, the nanocompression measurements represent a lower bound for the energy absorption capacity.

2.2.2. Mechanochemical Reactions during Nano-compression. Void collapse of compressed MOFs could be a purely physical process or a mechanochemical process. A physical mechanism might be rotation of the linker around the metal center to flatten the pores. A mechanochemical mechanism would involve breakage of the metal−linker bonds and possibly the linker itself. These possibilities can be investigated by molecular spectroscopy. The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum for UiO-66 (Figure 7) provides evidence for mechanochemistry. In the EXAFS, two major peaks were observed, corresponding to the Zr(IV) coordination shell. Overlapping features at 1.5 and 1.8 Å correspond to Zr−O$_{\mu_3}$O (Zr to bridging O atom) and Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$ (Zr to carboxylate O atom) bonds, respectively, which have different bond lengths (Zr−O$_{\mu_3}$O < Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$). The intense peak at 3.1 Å is attributed to next-nearest neighbors in the Zr⋯Zr shell. After compression, the EXAFS shows changes in the coordination environment around Zr(IV) in UiO-66 (Figure 7c). The peaks at 1.8 and 3.1 Å dramatically decrease, which indicates the loss of Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$ bonds and Zr⋯Zr contacts. After compression at 1.9 GPa, the coordination number of Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$ decreased from 4 to ∼2. The IR spectra confirmed loss of Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$ through the conversion of carboxylate groups from syn−syn bridging to monodentate ligation, shown schematically in Figure 7c. The peak intensity at 1.5 Å (from the Zr−O$_{\mu_3}$O bonds) remained unchanged regardless of the extent of compression, implying that inner Zr−O$_{\mu_3}$O bonds (the core of the Zr$_6$O$_4$ cluster) were not affected by compression. Pore collapse causes Zr−O bonds between bridging terephthalates and Zr$_6$O$_4$(OH)$_4$ clusters to break. Such bond breakage is significantly endothermic and provides a chemical mechanism for enhancing shock wave absorption. Breaking these metal−linker bonds requires an estimated 2.1 kJ/g. One may conclude that Zr−O$_{\text{COO}}$ bond breakage is the primary component of the measured energies of 3−4 kJ/g absorbed during nanocompression of UiO-66.

3. SHOCK WAVES AND MOFS

The motivation for studying shock compression of MOFs is to understand how to build complex materials that combine multiple shock absorption motifs. For instance, MOFs could potentially exhibit three different modes of shock absorption: (1) MOF powders could exhibit powder compaction, like sand; (2) nanoporous MOFs could exhibit pore collapse, like foam; and (3) MOFs could exhibit endothermic bond breaking to absorb shock energy. This third possibility has hardly been explored to date. All three methods convert directed kinetic...
energy of a shock or projectile into less harmful thermal energy. Compaction and void collapse are generally irreversible. Some of the broken bonds might spontaneously reform, transforming the shock energy into a gradual release of heat. Given the flexibility and ease of rational modification of MOF structures, these multiple mechanisms might be harnessed to develop more efficient shock absorbers.

The first shock experiments on MOFs were reported by Wei et al. Large samples of a MOF called Cu-BTC were impacted by a flyer plate at pressures from 0.3 to 7.5 GPa. Post mortem X-ray diffraction revealed that the porous framework was crushed at 0.5 GPa. The inclusion of ferrocene into Cu-BTC significantly enhanced the shock resistance.

Banlusan and Strachan simulated the shock wave response of MOF-5 using molecular dynamics with a reactive force field. Shocks developed a two-wave structure with an elastic wave (from the reversible part of the compression) preceding a pore-collapse wave. For impacts above 2 km/s, pore collapse was accompanied by endothermic bond breaking.

The Dlott group developed a platform to shock MOFs and study them in real time and post mortem. As depicted in Figure 8, a tabletop laser can launch Al flyer plates at MOF samples at speeds of up to 1.9 km/s. Shocked ZIF-8

---

**Figure 7.** Bond breakage in UiO-66 after compression. (a) EXAFS spectra (magnitude of k²-weighted Fourier transform) as prepared and after compression. Peaks that diminish upon compression at 1.8 and 3.1 Å (phase uncorrected) are attributed to Zr−Ocoo and Zr···Zr scatterers, respectively; the unchanged peak at 1.5 Å is from Zr−O μ3−O. (b) FTIR spectra of UiO-66 after compression and release; the peak shift from 1580 to 1550 cm⁻¹ corresponds to the coordination mode change of carboxylate groups. (c) Change in coordination mode of bridging carboxylate within each Zr−O cluster upon compression. From ref. CC BY 3.0.

**Figure 8.** (a) Crystal structure of desolvated ZIF-8. The yellow ball indicates the void. (b) Schematic of the table-top laser-driven flyer plate system. Reproduced from ref 27. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
8a) was studied post mortem with electron microscopy and infrared and Raman spectroscopies. A high-speed optical interferometer (photon Doppler velocimeter, PDV) measured the energies of the input and transmitted shocks to determine the shock energy absorbance. The mechanisms of shock absorption were probed with time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) or spontaneous thermal emission.

3.1. Effects of Shocks on MOFs

ZIF-8 samples were prepared as a nominally uniform layer of microcrystals with 5% polymer binder on a 50 mm × 50 mm glass window. Each of these samples could be shocked hundreds of times by moving the target area. Figure 9 shows postimpact images after impacts at several velocities. ZIF-8 crystals, initially micrometer-sized rhombic dodecahedra (Figure 9e), were damaged by compaction, fracture, fragmentation, and sintering.

Post mortem studies with X-ray diffraction and FTIR spectroscopy showed that even at lower impact velocities the crystallinity was lost but the linker groups remained intact. New bands in the FTIR spectra, however, indicated that organic linker symmetry had been lowered.

We were also able to obtain images and vibrational spectra from cross sections of shocked samples. When the flyer plate impacted the ZIF-8 sample, it often bounced off and took ZIF-8 with it, so we could recover a stack of compressed ZIF-8 attached to a used flyer plate and study it with electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. We observed highly damaged ZIF-8 adjacent to the flyer impact, where the pressure was the greatest, was highly compacted and essentially amorphous. As the shock was attenuated moving down the column, ZIF-8 in the second zone was pulverized.
Farther down the column in the third zone, ZIF-8 was a partially compacted mass that retained some of the original crystallite shapes. Below the third zone (not shown), ZIF-8 was undamaged.3

Raman microscopy was used to characterize the shocked ZIF-8 in the different zones, as shown in Figure 10. The Raman spectrum in the third zone with the weakest shock was largely unchanged from the native spectrum. Although crystals were compacted and damaged to a degree, the underlying nanoporous structure remained. In the second zone, which experienced a stronger shock, the transition near 200 cm\(^{-1}\) assigned to metal–linker bond stretching was drastically weakened, while the remainder of the spectrum corresponding to linker group vibrations was largely unaffected. In the second zone, pores were collapsed accompanied by metal–linker bond cleavage, while the linkers themselves were hardly affected. In the first zone, where the shock was hardly attenuated, no vibrational transitions were observed, indicating that the MOF was demolished, the pores were collapsed, and the linkers were destroyed.3

Because we could measure both material and shock velocities with PDV, we could determine shock pressure thresholds for pore collapse and molecular destruction. These thresholds, as indicated in Figure 10, were about 1.1 and 2.1 GPa, respectively.27 A caution is that such thresholds depend on the shock duration, with longer-duration shocks being more destructive. The shock duration used here, with 75 µm thick Al flyer plates, was about 12 ns.

3.2. Real-Time Measurements on Shocked MOFs

We probed the linker groups during shock compression using their photoluminescence (PL) produced by 351 nm laser pulses that were 200 ns in duration.27 We observed emission at 460 nm, which corresponds to the \(\pi-\pi^*\) transition of the 2-MeIm linker. For impacts <1.6 km/s, this signal was unaffected by shock,27 but above 1.6 km/s the emission instantaneously vanished, indicating that the 2-MeIm linker was damaged.

Surprisingly, in the absence of laser excitation, the shocked ZIF-8 samples spontaneously emitted an intense burst of red light long after the shock had passed, beginning about 50 ns after impact.27 This light burst was attributed to emission produced as the high-energy chemical species created by mechanochemistry relaxed into more stable structures. These real-time optical studies showed that part of the shock energy was used to break chemical bonds, which created a stew of energetic species that gradually released thermal energy after the shock had passed.28

We could measure shock waves transmitted through ZIF-8 layers by coating the glass substrate (Figure 2) with a thin Au mirror.25,28 As the shock emerged (“broke out”) from the ZIF-8, it caused the ZIF-8–mirror interface to move, and that movement was recorded by the PDV high-speed interferometer. The shock energy could then be computed, since the shock equation of state, the Hugoniot equation, is known for Pyrex glass.28 An example is shown in Figure 11 where the impact was 0.6 km/s and a series of ZIF-8 samples of different thicknesses were used to probe how the shock waveform evolved in ZIF-8. The shock profile exiting ZIF-8 has the two-wave structure characteristic of pore collapse, as simulated by Banlusan and Strachan.29

3.3. Shock Wave Absorption

The ability to measure shock velocity profiles and energies as the shock propagates through MOF layers with various thicknesses allows us to measure absorbance versus sample thickness (Figure 11).3,25 In addition, our recent measurements suggest the possibility of a global method for characterizing shock wave absorption, analogous to Lambert’s law for optical absorption.25 Lambert’s law states that the absorbance \(A\) of a shock wave energy in a material is proportional to its thickness \(l\),

\[
A = -\log_{10}\left(\frac{F}{F_0}\right) = \frac{\alpha l}{2.303}
\]

(1)

The Beer–Lambert law, which is more familiar to chemists, states that the absorbance is additionally proportional to the solution concentration. In eq 1, the shock energy is expressed in terms of the shock energy fluence, which is the mechanical energy passing through a unit area (e.g., kJ/m\(^2\)). \(F_0\) is the input fluence, and \(F\) is the fluence exiting the sample after a distance \(l\). The shock wave absorption coefficient is \(\alpha\). If Lambert’s law applies to shock waves, then the shock wave energy transmitted through a known thickness \(l\) of material can be predicted using

\[
\frac{F}{F_0} = e^{-\alpha l}
\]

(2)

We found that we had to modify the absorption coefficient \(\alpha\) in Lambert’s law to account for energy saturation of the shocked material.25 After a shock has compressed the pores and broken the bonds, the shocked material can hardly absorb more energy. By analogy with standard optical saturation theory,

\[
A = \frac{\alpha l}{2.303} = \frac{\alpha_0 l}{2.303(1 + F/F_{sat})}
\]

(3)

where \(\alpha_0\) is the unsaturated absorption coefficient and \(F_{sat}\) is the saturation fluence. The 1 in eq 3 is specific for two-level optical saturation, where \(F = F_{sat}\) reduces the absorbance by a factor of 2. A different value might be needed for shock wave absorption, which is not a simple two-level system.25

The problem with applying eqs 1 and 2 to shock waves rather than light is determining the input and output shock wave energy fluences. For the input fluence \(F_0\), we know the kinetic energy and area of the flyer plate striking the sample, but we do not know what fraction of that energy is transmitted to the sample. Some of the energy ends up as a shock in the

Figure 11. Shocks from a 0.6 km/s impact breaking out of different thicknesses of ZIF-8 into glass show a two-wave structure consisting of an elastic precursor and a pore collapse wave. Reprinted from ref 3. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
flyer plate (Figure 2a). This is analogous to correcting an absorbance spectrum for the reflection of incoming light. We approximated \( F_0 \) as the shock emerging from the thinnest sample we could practically make, which was about 4 \( \mu \)m thick.\(^{25,26} \) This approximation becomes more accurate for samples thicker than 4 \( \mu \)m. We then measured shock fluences using PDV to measure the velocity the shock imparts to the mirrored glass substrate and deduced the shock strength in the MOF from the Hugoniot equations of state for the MOF and glass.\(^{25} \)

The Lambert law with saturation model was tested on a variety of films consisting of ZIF-8 crystals, graphene nanoplatelets, Al, and Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), all with 5% polymer binder. These powder films were shocked at impact velocities of 0.6–1.9 km/s (up to 14 GPa), and the results are shown in Figure 12. These shock pressures were far below the phase transition to that of the MOF (5 GPa)\(^{24,27} \)and graphene nanoplatelets (15 GPa).\(^{31} \)

Figure 12. Shock energy absorbance versus sample thickness and electron micrographs of four powdered materials. For (a) Al and (b) Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), the absorbance was proportional to the thickness, and Lambert’s law was obeyed. For (c) ZIF-8 and (d) graphene, Lambert’s law was obeyed, but the absorbance decreased with increasing shock strength, indicating absorption saturation. Scale bars represent 1 \( \mu \)m.

Figure 12 shows that Lambert’s law was obeyed by Al and Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) powders, where the absorbance was proportional to the sample thickness. For ZIF-8 and graphene, the data had to be fit by Lambert’s law with saturation. Although at every flyer speed the absorbance was proportional to the sample thickness, the absorbance decreased with increasing flyer speed. After the higher-speed flyer plates have crushed and amorphized the sample, the remaining energy absorption capacity, based on the nanocompression measurements, should be on the order of joules per gram rather than kilojoules per gram. The saturation fluence for ZIF-8 needed to fit the data in Figure 12c was about 70 kJ/m\(^2\).\(^{25} \)

Lightweight materials are preferred for shock protection applications: armor must not be too heavy. For that reason, we introduced a specific absorption coefficient, which is the shock energy absorption per unit mass.\(^{25} \) When we corrected for density, ZIF-8 was by far the best shock wave absorber, at least below its saturation limit, where it has a specific absorption coefficient of 55 m\(^2\)/kg.\(^{25} \) To put this into perspective, we compared ZIF-8 with Plexiglas, which is used to make “bulletproof” glass. ZIF-8 turned out to absorb 7 times more shock energy than an equivalent mass of Plexiglas.\(^{25} \)

4. CONCLUSIONS

Nanoporous MOFs have found myriad practical applications, including storage and separation of gases and liquids. Such applications rely on the ability of MOFs to absorb and release fluids reversibly over many cycles. Often, however, the structural changes that accompany fluid storage are not entirely reversible, and the MOF structure may break down after multiple cycles. The lack of reversibility occurs because the MOF structural changes are not entirely elastic: there is a degree of plastic deformation.

In this Account, we have focused on irreversible structural changes caused by plastic deformation. In particular, we have looked at how MOFs respond to gradual nanocompression and to high-speed shock compression and discovered that MOFs absorb enormous amounts of energy during compression. With gradual compression, a MOF compresses like a sponge until most of the pores have collapsed, and then the MOF becomes hard. Filling the pores with a liquid solvate makes the MOF lose its spongelike nature entirely, and it becomes brittle. Significantly, MOF compression has been shown to be a mechanochemical process. Post mortem EXAFS studies of the metal centers showed bond breakage and lowering of the coordination number, and FTIR spectroscopy showed changes in the local symmetry of the linker ligands.

Shock compression produces fast large-amplitude compression of the MOF structure. Besides being a particularly interesting case for study, MOFs are promising shock energy absorption media. To realize the promise of MOFs and related structures, we have developed new experimental tools to study the effects of shocks on MOFs in real time on a tabletop. We developed a laser-launched flyer plate apparatus that could deliver controlled high-speed planar impacts on MOF samples, which allowed us to examine shock effects in real time and post mortem. Our studies validated the idea that efficient shock-absorbing materials could be produced by materials having multiple mechanisms for shock absorption, including mechanochemistry. We have shown that MOFs can attenuate shock energy in three ways: powder compaction, nanopore collapse, and endothermic bond breakage, with the net result that one MOF, ZIF-8, was shown to absorb 7 times more than a common standard, Plexiglas. In fact, from experimental measurements, 1 g of ZIF-8 can absorb all of the energy released by the detonation of 1 g of TNT explosive.

Although there are likely many structural motifs that could perform as multimechanism shock absorbers, MOFs are especially useful because their modular structures lend themselves to rational synthesis and design of new structures. We have developed new tools needed to assess, understand, and predict shock absorption. We have shown that it is possible to measure shock absorption in relatively small quantities (milligrams) of precious candidate materials, and on the basis of such measurements we have developed a theoretical understanding of shock absorption analogous to Lambert’s law used to analyze optical absorption.

The development of nanocompression and shock compression techniques suitable for studying plastic deformation of small quantities of interesting materials is a substantial advance toward our goal of understanding and controlling large-
amplitude deformations that are inevitably accompanied by chemical events, that is to say, mechanochemistry.
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